Adaptive fuzzy integral sliding mode control of blood glucose level in patients with type 1 diabetes: In silico studies.
Currently, artificial pancreas is an alternative treatment instead of insulin therapy for patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus. Closed-loop control of blood glucose level (BGL) is one of the difficult tasks in biomedical engineering field due to nonlinear time-varying dynamics of insulin-glucose relation that is combined with time delays and model uncertainties. In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive fuzzy integral sliding mode control scheme for BGL regulation. System dynamics is identified online using fuzzy logic systems. The presented method is evaluated in silico studies by nine different virtual patients in three different groups for two continuous days. Simulation results demonstrate effective performance of the proposed control scheme of BGL regulation in presence of simultaneous meal and physical exercise disturbances. Comparison of the proposed control method with proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control and model predictive control (MPC) shows a superiority of the adaptive fuzzy integral sliding mode control with regard to two conventional methods of BGL regulation (PID and MPC) and sliding mode control.